
We must end the “Stone Age” in Upland! 

By Allen Nicely 

 

Let’s review the last four years of Debbie Stone’s tenure as mayor. 

 

• There have been over 50 lawsuits against Upland including the 

infamous extra fire dept tax. Costing Upland residents millions on 

lawyers’ fees, settlements, and extra taxes. 

• Four of the 50 lawsuits are wrongful termination suites filed by 

previous commanders from Upland PD.  This is not a good pattern. 

• There is the Amazon project with its ongoing litigation. 

• The 15th Street project litigation is just getting started. 

• She sold our Upland FD without any thing to show except the 

aforementioned taxes and lawsuits. 

• Currently she is trying to sell part of Memorial Park to become a 

parking lot for SARH.  This is another attempt at one of her “Back 

Door Stoner Deals” for her cronies. Upland needs parklands more 

than parking lots! 

• She unsuccessfully tried to sell Cabrillo Park for one of her developer 

supporters for unknown consideration.   

• Does anyone at the city have a hard number on what we have actually 

spent for attorneys and settlements due to Debbie’s incompetence as 

mayor?  I am sure that is a BIG number. 

 

She is incapable to lead our city. In four years, we have had four city 

managers.  The last two were unqualified, unprepared and ineffective.  Our 

current city manager was promoted from a department head directly to 

CM.  The only criteria for her to obtain the job was to blindly follow the 

whims of Debby.  This is at a huge cost to the citizens of Upland.  

 

Under Debbie leadership our water rates have increased by over 50%.  The 

bills you pay to Burtec exceed what the contract allows, thanks to Debbie. 



To understand her motivations all you need to do is look at her donor list 

online.  And that is just a start. 

 

She has had two Police Chiefs in four years. One left under a dark cloud 

and she is currently trying to Fire Chief Goodman with her little toady 

Rosemary.  She has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on useless 

consultants without question, while our roads and infrastructure resemble 

bombed out Fallujah. 

 

In her candidate application she mentions that she is approachable.  When 

is the last time Debbie answered any residents’ concerns?  NEVER!  I have 

two questions for Debbie. 

 

• #1 Please list your top 3 accomplishments as Mayor of Upland.  I am 

sure the voters of Upland would like to understand what you perceive 

as success.  She will never answer this. 

 

• #2 Why are you trying to fire Chief Goodman and ruin his 

reputation.  He is the only true leader that Upland has.  You have a 

history of wrongful termination lawsuits with our police 

department.  Shame on you Debbie. 

 

Debbie Stone does not own a property or a business in Upland.  She is not 

paying any of the taxes or fees that she is burdening the rest of us with. She 

is more concerned about her political donors and cronies than the residents 

of Upland. She is a horrible leader and a terrible mayor.   

 

Upland cannot afford 4 more years under Debbie Stone. 


